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Our byte section was previously

called 'Eureka'! It has information

about  behind the scene

happenings in the product world,

that are relatively unknown or

new. Yes, that's correct we

regularly undertake short

excavation trips!

 

MOOC - Massive Open
Online Course..If you are
a professional adult or

someone desiring to add
on to their skills, MOOC 

 is definitely a good
alternative. 

Udemy is for MOOC!
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Byte



Have you ever wondered how long would it take to

earn a doctorate? While a few spend years 

 researching a particular subject of interest, some

of us like to work on time-bound projects that may

not necessarily be just applications.

In this section we write articles that are

informative, research oriented and does not take

more than a minute of your time to read.. 

We Guarentee!
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Got a
Minute ...?!

There’s an essential, intangible something in start-ups—an
energy, a soul. But with time as the organization matures
the soul is lost! (Ref : HBR review)  
Would you rather work for a start-up?



The Aperture
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Aperture is the opening in the len's diaphragm through which light passes. It
affects depth of field. Larger the opening lesser is the depth of field,
meaning blurrier image background.

We believe, it requires talent to find a moment & another to

capture it. Our aperture section is just that! If you look for

good photos to accompany your blog article or brand story

we hope to inspire you through THE APERTURE
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Rang

We celebrate seasons!

Rang section comprises of

ShwetSai's celebrations

&.....

we have left little bit of a

surprise element in this

section. We are not

sharing it with you just as

yet!

 

19th June 2022

ShwetSai wishes the best dads out
there a very Happy Father's Day!

 Happy Father's Day!
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Whiskers n D2

D2

There will be a specially designed comic strip for

each issue of Shreni....

Without them, our Whiskers n D2, Shreni would

not be complete!

 

 

Unless out on adventure, you can find them at Mrs. Godbole's.
 According to Whiskers since D2's heart is also his brain,

He is less smart than her!
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